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Innovation &
Investment

Report: Nova Scotia kelp farming
sector ready to take o�

19 May 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Economic analysis showcases $149 million potential for
emerging Nova Scotia kelp farming and product sector

The Ecology Action Centre (EAC) has released a new market assessment report
(https://ecologyaction.ca/sites/default/�les/2023-05/Nova_Scotia_Kelp_Roadmap.pdf) that suggests
the kelp farming and product sector in Nova Scotia has the potential to dramatically increase in value
in three to �ve years.

The analysis concludes that Nova Scotia is in a unique position to realize values of CAD $38 million
(U.S. $28 million) of farmed and processed kelp, a further $20 million (U.S. $14 million) related to local
economic activity and up to $149 million (U.S. $110 million) in consumer and personal care products.

This projection is grounded on a modest objective to secure 35 percent of the Canadian market and 5
percent of the U.S. market. The emphasis is on consumer food, health and beauty products within these
markets, speci�cally targeting products that either already contain kelp or can readily substitute an
ingredient with Nova Scotia kelp.

“Nova Scotia is well positioned to gain a signi�cant share of the North American cultivated kelp
market,” said Arlin Wasserman, managing director of Changing Tastes, a management and strategy
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consultancy working in the sustainable food sector that undertook the analysis. “It has the advantage
of coastal communities that are well suited for this regenerative ocean farming along with the
established industry to support processing. With the work starting now, Nova Scotia can also gain an
even larger share by being among the �rst to establish its farmed kelp industry, and in developing and
marketing new varieties, ingredients and uses while others are just getting started.”

(http://www.expalsa.com/)

The EAC commissioned the analysis as part of their Kelp Kurious project
(https://ecologyaction.ca/our-work/marine/seaweed-farming-training-centre), which aims to support
a kelp sea farming and products sector led by independent growers and small to medium businesses
as an opportunity in the green, regenerative economy of the future.

A new economic analysis reveals a $149 million potential for the emerging Nova Scotia kelp farming and
product sector. Photo by Brittney Honisch.
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“This report provides valuable insights and a strategic roadmap for building this sector in a way that is
sustainable and bene�ts as many communities as possible,” said Shannon Arnold, marine program
associate director with the EAC. “At the moment, it can take several years for small-scale entrepreneurs
to get permits, and so we’re urging the government to move quickly on its promise to ‘right-size’ the
regulations for regenerative sea farming like seaweed and shell�sh. Nova Scotia needs �t-for-purpose
regulations that protect marine ecosystems and get folks on the water faster, or we risk being left
behind by other jurisdictions that are keen on kelp.”

Read the full report here (https://ecologyaction.ca/sites/default/�les/2023-
05/Nova_Scotia_Kelp_Roadmap.pdf).
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